The purpose of this note is to state the solution to the problem of local integral representation of hermitian forms when the characteristic is not 2. Hermitian and quadratic forms are two of the three main types of reflexive forms (cf. [l] ). Hermitian theory of forms often follows quickly once the corresponding quadratic theory is known. However, the local integral representation theory for quadratic forms is still incomplete and finding a general solution there appears to be very difficult.
Several results concerning these questions have been obtained over rings and fields of arithmetic type. Questions of fractional equivalence and representation as well as local integral equivalence have been solved for both quadratic and hermitian forms (cf. [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] ). Partial solutions to the problem of local integral representation of quadratic forms have been obtained by O'Meara [6] and Riehm [8] . Global results on the equivalence of hermitian forms have been obtained by Shimura [9] .
The solution to the question of local integral representation of hermitian forms is obtained through three cases. We are given a local field E (of characteristic 7*2) with a nontrivial involution *. Let F be the fixed field of *. Then the three cases considered are those where the field extension E/F is (1) unramified, (2) ramified with E nondyadic and (3) ramified with E dyadic. The solutions in the first two cases are identical and can be stated quite easily. The third case is more complicated and some added notation will be necessary. Detailed proofs of these results will appear elsewhere. for some positive integer k and some unit 8. Depending on the above form of 0, the field extension is called unramified (U), ramified unit (R-U) or ramified prime (R-P) respectively.
Let V be an hermitian space, i.e. a finite dimensional vector space V over E supplied with an hermitian form q. We denote the discriminant of V by dV. A linear mapping of one O-lattice, in an hermitian space, into another is called a representation if it preserves the hermitian form. The problem is then: given two lattices L and K, determine necessary and sufficient conditions that L be represented by K, i.e. that there exists a representation </>: L->K. (Henceforth, we shall use the notation L->K and EL-+EK to denote integral and fractional representation respectively.) By the usual method, we may restrict ourselves to considering only regular lattices. The scale §L and norm nL of a lattice L are defined as usual, i.e. the SD-ideals generated by {g(x, y)\x y yÇzL\ and {q(x f x)\x<EzL} respectively. Also the volume t)L is defined to be the O-ideal generated by the discriminant of an D-base for L. L is called a modular lattice if (&£,)* = &£ where n is the rank of L.
Every lattice has a Jordan splitting, i.e. This reduces the problem of representation of lattices to one of representation of spaces, which has already been solved (see [4] and [7] ). Note that this solution is identical to that of quadratic forms in the nondyadic case, [6].
3. The ramified dyadic case. We now assume that E/F is a rami-fied extension and E is dyadic. The solution for two modular lattices can be easily stated as follows. 
where k is that integer appearing in (1). Moreover, there is a unit that is not a norm.
Because of this lemma, we can fix a unit Ao -l+po that is not a norm; where p 0 satisfies (48 in the (R-P) case,
for some ôGUPiJ 7 . To every lattice L and every O-ideal %, we can associate a sublattice With this added notation, we can now state the main result. • 
